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Silicon Valley Bank’s Zero Hedge Strategy
▶ In a rising interest rate environment. . .

▶ SVB amassed $124B in its bond securities portfolio. . . with
zero hedges

▶ March 8, 2023: SVB lost $1.8B selling $21B Available-for-Sale
portfolio

▶ Same day, announced a $2.25B equity offering, which failed
▶ By the end of March 9, SVB stock tanked 60% and uninsured

depositors rushed to withdraw funds
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Silicon Valley Bank’s Zero Hedge Strategy

“If SVB had $15 billion of its AFS portfolio hedged, it likely
wouldn’t fail. . . there would be no crash.”

Dennis Kelleher, CEO of Better Markets

▶ Securities are held in two “buckets”:

▶ Available-for-Sale (AFS) - Unrealized losses are counted in Net
Income

▶ Held-to-Maturity (HTM) - Unrealized losses are not counted in
Net Income

▶ 90% of SVB’s deposits were uninsured

▶ 55% of assets were securities (avg is 20%)

▶ Did other banks hedge their security losses in their HTM/AFS
portfolios?
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How Do Banks Hedge Interest Rate Risk?

▶ Bank enters receive floating swap, Fed Funds/SOFR + 400 bps

▶ Let’s say SOFR is 25 bps
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As Rates ↑, Swap Value ↑ & HTM/AFS Losses ↑

▶ SOFR rises from 0.25% to 4.5%

▶ Swap rises in value, partially offsetting security losses
▶ SVB sold last hedge in 2022 Q4 for profit
▶ Profit taking is trading, not hedging
▶ Do other banks sell their hedges when rates rise?
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Do Banks Systematically Make SVB’s Mistake? First
Glance Suggests. . . No

1. Banks are expected to hedge as HTM/AFS Losses ↑ (rates ↑)

2. Banks are expected to reduce hedging as HTM/AFS Gains ↑
(rates ↓)

▶ Asymmetric hedging implies discretion, as banks optimize
forward rate guidance

3. Banks actively hedge HTM/AFS Losses when funding risks are
present (uninsured deposits)
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Empirical Gap in the Risk Management Literature
▶ Hedging requires adequacy and timing: So far, the academic

literature has not looked at timing

▶ Two Critical Gaps:

1) Lack of Research on Bank hedging activity against losses in
HTM/AFS Fixed-Income Security Holdings

▶ McPhail, Schnable, and Tuckman (2023) examines 250 US
banks using individual swap data

▶ Finds net swap exposure is negligible
▶ Swaps do not distinguish between hedging and trading IRD

▶ Jiang, Matvos, Piskorksi, and Seru (2023) finds only 6% of
assets are hedged

▶ Purnanandam (2007) finds banks hedge maturity gap risk
▶ None of these papers look at HTM/AFS losses

2) Drechsler, Savov and Schnable (2021) finds deposits act like
long-term liabilities when matching with long-term lending

▶ What about uninsured deposits that act more like short-term
liabilities?
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Data & Hedging Activity Variables
▶ Drop banks over $250 billion in assets



Data & Hedging Activity Variables

▶ Schedule RC-L (Derivatives and Off-Balance Sheet Items)
▶ Call Reports (2015Q1-2022Q4) list trading and hedging interest

rate derivatives separately
▶ HTM/AFS Losses = Amortized - Fair Value of Securities
▶ 10Y Swap Rates, 10Y Treasury Rates
▶ 6,539 unique banks with 1,884 banks using hedging IRD
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▶ More loans, uninsured deposits, less equity
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Hypothesis

1) Banks use hedging and trading interest rate derivatives
differently

2) Banks increase hedging activity to mitigate losses in
fixed-income portfolios

3) Banks reduce hedging activity when gains increase in
fixed-income portfolios

4) Banks increase hedging activity due to funding risks from
unsecured deposits
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Empirical Model and Variable Selection

H = g(X1, X2, D)
P (D = 1) = f(X1, X2)

H is the hedging decision
X1 are HTM/AFS Losses, uninsured deposits, interest rate guidance
X2 are established variables such as maturity GAP and MBS
originations (Kim, 2021)
D = 1 if bank fails
Purnandanam (2007) models this as endogenous, but it may not be
if banks anticipate forward interest rate guidance



H1: Trading vs. Hedging Interest Rate Derivatives
▶ As rates ↑, trading sells swaps (like SVB)

▶ As rates ↑, hedging may be bank-level, not macro
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Empirical Model for H2 and H3

▶ Time fixed effects λt accounts for borrower hedging
▶ Controls for maturity gap, size, and deposits

Hedging IRDit

Assetsit
= αi + λt +

Held-to-Maturity Security Lossesi,t

Assetsit

+
Available-for-Sale Security Lossesi,t

Assetsit

+ Maturity Gapit

Assetsit
+ X ′β + εit



H2 and H3: Bank-Level Losses



Heckman Two-Stage Selection Model

▶ Addresses selection bias
▶ IRD and non-IRD banks have different characteristics (Sinkey

Jr and Carter, 2000; Minton, Stulz, and Williamson, 2009)



Held to Maturity Losses - Asymmetric?
▶ Rates ↑ Muni/MBS hedging ↑;



Available for Sale Losses - Asymmetric Hedging
▶ Asymmetric Hedging is more evident for AFS Losses



Security Losses and Funding Risks
▶ Hedging increases when Losses & Uninsured Deposits Increase



Conclusions

1. Addresses gap in the literature regarding hedging and
fixed-income assets

▶ Hedging has two dimensions: Adequacy and Timing
▶ Literature has looked at adequacy, but not timing

2. Banks below $250B asymmetrically increase hedging activity as
HTM/AFS losses ↑ and reduce hedging activity as AFS gains,
less evident in HTM.

▶ Asymmetric hedging implies banks incorporate forward rate
guidance

▶ Heckman Two-Step selection model suggests these findings are
not due to sample selection bias

3. Banks actively hedge HTM Losses when funding risks are
present (uninsured deposits)

4. SVB selling its remaining hedging swaps in 2022 Q4 for profit
transitioned hedging IRDs to trading

▶ Evidence suggests that may be unusual enough to warrant a
reclassification
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fixed-income assets
▶ Hedging has two dimensions: Adequacy and Timing
▶ Literature has looked at adequacy, but not timing

2. Banks below $250B asymmetrically increase hedging activity as
HTM/AFS losses ↑ and reduce hedging activity as AFS gains,
less evident in HTM.
▶ Asymmetric hedging implies banks incorporate forward rate

guidance
▶ Heckman Two-Step selection model suggests these findings are

not due to sample selection bias
3. Banks actively hedge HTM Losses when funding risks are

present (uninsured deposits)
4. SVB selling its remaining hedging swaps in 2022 Q4 for profit

transitioned hedging IRDs to trading
▶ Evidence suggests that may be unusual enough to warrant a

reclassification



Conclusion

Thank you for coming! I appreciate any and all comments!


